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Courses/Program

Political science

History

Chemistry

HEP

Mpcs

Chemistry



Physics

CBZ

H.E.P

BA (HEP)

MPC

Mpc

Zoology

Mathematics

B.com

History

Tourism and Hospitality services

Tourism Hospitality services

Economics

Chemistry 6A

Computer science

MPS

Php

Cbz

Phy

MPE physics

Physics

Numarical analysis

6B low temperature physics and refrigeration

Botany...paper 6

6A-Synthetic organic chemistry

Botany (plant propagation)

Seed technology

Physics , paper 6B

6A-Plant propagation

7A-Seed technology

7A-Post Harvest technology



6A-Sustainable aquaculture management

7A-Analysis of organic compounds

Bsc mpc

MPCs

BSC / physics

7A Mathematical Special Functions

Botany

Plant propagation

Computers

Statistics

MECOM

Computer science

Development economics

Anatomy and embryology of Angiosperms plant ecology and biodiversity

Mathematics /special functions

Cbz 3

6th sem internship

Python

HPE

I don't know

Special functions

Electrol politicals and voting beheviour

Vegetable marketing

Raja Nethii

Marketing

Hospitality services

Voting behaviour in India

Hospitality services

B A H E P

Voting behavior in india

Lalita kalalu



Voting behaviour

Tourism guidence and hospatality service

Insurance

Political Science

BA(Hpt)

BA H.E.P

Turesem and haspatelty

1) Electoral politics and voting behavior 2) Legislative procedures and practices

Electoral politics and voting behavior. 2)legislative proceeds and practices

Eloctoral and outing behaviour 2). legisletive proseed

Tourism and hospitality

Banking and insrunce

H.E.P(History )

B.com general

��ప� 1

Degree

Nil

H.E.P(political science )

General

B. Com accounts

Tourism hospitality services

Business environment

B. Com

General degree

Hep

HEP

Modern history and culture

Political

B.a (hpe)

B.A (hpe)

bA( hpe )



BA hpe

Suggestions

Good

Good

Very good

Excellent

Nothing

Good teaching

Yes

No

Yes

Very well

No suggestions

Experiments and practical labs

Well Teaching and Encouraging the Students and Help with their skills to improve learning

The teachers lesson is very well in my college

Excellent teaching

Excellent

Too good

She thinks before she speaks and she teaches well

Better

My three observation : good teaching, good communication and carring of students .

No suggestion

Very well teaching and we might get better knowledge from her

Good Experience chemistry medam

I got no improvements to say

Archana Mam

Santhosi mam

I like my teacher



No suggesstions

Explanation is good , and communication is also good , over all very good facility.

Sri Lakshmi

No suggestions required

I don't know

No, there is no any other suggestion to madam in over all teaching

Harish

Yes teaching is a very good and every student listining or not listening we ar observing every student

particulary

Good to increase in voice

Learning

Soo great

.

Good Bad Very Good Very Bad But Nice But Rating 5/0.5

Very good

Very Good

He is a good teacher, nothing to suggest to him.

He is good teacher nothing to suggest to him

He is a good teacher.nothing to suggest to him

He good teacher.nothing to suggest him

Very well

Good speeking

Good teacher i never seen my childhood and well explained

My class teacher teaching very well

My class teacher teaching is very well

Nice explanation

Good speking

He is good nothing suggested to him

Nil

He is nothing suggested to him

Nice teaching



As a ba student we brave to said that Rajesh sir teaches very well we loved it

Best teaching

Always super

Explain the overall syllabus for one more time

Explain briefly

Exlent

Great teaching

Smartness

I learnt a lot from my teacher. I don't have any suggestions regarding. He is best

Nice

So nice teaching and learning

Good teching

Good tteaching

Not yet

Briefly explain the overall syllabus

Good experienced faculty

Well

Overall good ,i had good experience for our teacher

You should teach the classes confidently.

Best education


